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CHATHAM DOCKYARD AND A LITTLE-KNOWN
SHIPWRIGHT, MATTHEW BAKER (1530-1613)

MARGARET BLATCHER

Behind the scenes of many great events in history there often stands
an inconspicuous figure whose influence was decisive in the end
result. Such a  man was Matthew Baker, shipwright to  Queen
Elizabeth I. Appointed head of the newly-developing dockyard at
Chatham as the first man ever to be accorded the title of royal Master
Shipwright, on Lady Day, 1572,1 he was destined to make the most
important contribution to shipbuilding progress since primitive man
discovered how to convey himself across water.

Matthew's revolutionary designs for warships brought England to
the foremost place in sixteenth-century maritime power. To him must
go, as well as to the seamanship and gunnery of English sailors, much
of the credit fo r  the victory o f  the English fleet over Spain's
'invincible' Armada in 1588; to his skill and daring innovation, too,
belongs due merit for so many successful exploits in oceanic discovery
and exploration at a time when the globe was first in process of being
mapped. Sir Francis Drake, most daring, most audacious among the
famous seamen of  his age, proclaimed the excellence of  English
vessels in New World expeditions as well as in war.

The first ship of the new design, the appropriately-named Foresight
(250 tons), was built by Matthew at Deptford in 1570. This had the
longer, leaner lines, the fo'c'stle set back from the prow and the
lower hull devised for less wind resistance that marked the drastic
re-planning introduced in the late Elizabethan era.

Matthew was born into a shipbuilding family in 1530, the son of
James Baker, who was shipwright to Henry VIII. James enjoyed the
distinction o f  being the first Englishman to conceive the idea of

1 Lady Day is the name given to 25 March, which is a quarter day in England and
Ireland. In the Christian calendar, i t  is the Feast of the Annunciation of the Virgin
Mary — hence the name.
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cutting holes in the sides of a ship so that guns could be placed on a
lower deck for better balancing o f  the craft in battle conditions.
Henry's ships were constructed in the 'high-charged' carrack style of
the later fifteenth century, designed for close combat. The weapons
of this earlier period were bows and arrows. Ships for war had
formerly been commandeered private merchant or  coastal fishing
vessels, converted for  battle by the addition o f  timber 'castles'
mounted fore and aft above the gunwales. These built-up platforms
on a rough framework allowed the men-at-arms to shoot down onto
their attackers; they also made it easier to board the enemy vessel for
hand-to-hand fighting.

In the course of time, these castles had become part of the original
structure as warships began to  be built for their own particular
purpose. With the advent of guns in sea warfare during the reign of
Henry VIII, small cannon were hauled up onto the high fore- and
after-decks, following the same custom practised when weaponry was
so much lighter. The result was top-heavy and cumbersome, and the
recoil of the guns created an extra hazard threatening the stability of
the ship. The gun, too, was a long-range weapon. Fighting at close
quarters became impracticable, and the massive superstructure
unnecessary. Yet it was not until the last years of Henry's lifetime
that changes began to be seen as a practical answer, and the active
Baker imagination contrived new arrangements in existing ships to
meet the new needs of heavy armament.

GUNS IN SHIPS

James Baker mastered the art of mounting guns where the weight
would counter-balance the unwieldy upper works of the ship. Gun-
ports cut into the hull just above the waterline meant that heavy
cannon could be fired from a central position below the weather
deck; but this in itself was to bring its own dangers. The heavy
top-hamper caused the ship to heel sharply in stormy weather or
while manoeuvring. Water could flood the lower deck, if the gunport
lids were fastened back ready for battle. The fate of the Mary Rose in
1545 is a case in point. In  a defensive action against an imminent
invasion by Francis I  o f  France outside Portsmouth harbour, she
heeled while going about to assist the king's ship, the Henry Grace a
Dieu; water rushed into the open gunports, and the vessels sank
within minutes, taking seven hundred men to the bottom, unable to
escape.2

2 M. Rule, The Mary Rose, 1981, 38.
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While it is true that certain modifications had been made to the hull
to accommodate guns on the Mary Rose, it seems possible that the
alterations carried out acted adversely instead o f  improving the
handling of the ship. Constructed in 1509 at Henry's accession to the
throne, the hull was clinker-built — that is, with planks overlapping.
During rebuilding in 1536, the section of hull in which gunports were
to be cut had been replaced in carvel fashion — planks laid edge to
edge — to allow gunport lids to be fitted more easily.

CONSTRUCTION CHANGES

Recognition of the differences between the two methods — clinker
and carvel — and their significance in practical application is vital to an
understanding of the changes in shipbuilding techniques. Clinker-
building, with overlapping planks, had been a tradition with northern
European shipwrights since the earliest boats had developed. Small
boats today are still constructed by this method, the shell being
formed first and a strengthening of ribs added afterwards, giving rise
to the term 'shell-construction'.

Southern shipwrights on the Mediterranean coasts had employed
the opposite technique since Roman times. Here, a framework of ribs
was built first, then an outer skin of planks laid edge to edge was
attached with mortice and tenon fastenings. This is known as carvel
or skeleton-construction.3

In the larger clinker-built ships, the inner ribs were often notched
to fit the overlapping planks. If, therefore, a carvel-built section was
inserted into the length o f  a hull  and the timbers levelled o f f
accordingly, a weakness at that point was inevitable, even though it is
true that James Baker had introduced a compensating factor by
adding stout supports inside the framework where he mounted the
guns. Both guns and extra timber would have increased the weight at
the waterline.

Taking all these considerations into account, the northern ship-
wright of Matthew Baker's time was obliged to revise the age-old
custom. By the late sixteenth century a complete reversal took place
to the carvel or  skeleton-construction o f  the southern school, in
which the main stress is born by the frame rather than by the outer
casing as in clinker or shell-building.

It came to be widely acknowledged that one of the chief advantages
of this method was that carvel-building gave a smooth, flush surface
more suited to the inclusion of gunport lids in the overall design. In

3 A. McGowan, The Ship: Tiller and Whipstaff 1400-1700, 1981, 6.
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addition, carvei-building produced a stronger hull that was better
able to stand up to the rigours of ocean sailing as the Elizabethan age
of overseas expansion gathered momentum. Explorers such as Drake
on his ventures into Spanish preserves in  the New World, and
Hawkins, whose slave-trading expeditions likewise upset Spanish
proprietary rights in the Americas, had to contend with frequent
hostile encounters at sea with their European rivals. Vessels o f
discovery had to be well armed; the ships that carried armament had
to be seaworthy, and the men who built the ships had to overcome
inherited faults in design and construction.

One of the difficulties that had to be faced in changing from shell to
skeleton building derived from the handcraftsman's habit of working
by rule-of-thumb. Judgment by eye alone had often proved imperfect
before, but now the discrepancies were thrown into even greater
prominence when a keel had to be laid down and an accurate pattern
of ribs framed on a scale large enough to produce an ocean-going
vessel.

Early southern shipwrights had compromised by setting up, say,
three ribs connected by wales to give them a line to follow. The
outcome was still uncertain, however, and problems arose in cutting
the remaining ribs to fit. I t  was found that by draughting a plan with
precise measurements at the outset, a better idea could be gained of
the final result. Work could then go ahead with a confidence that
increased the speed of production and ensured a greater degree of
accuracy on completion.

MATTHEW BAKER'S CONTRIBUTION

This was where Matthew Baker's mathematical knowledge, his
trained eye and his flair for pinpointing the solution to a difficulty
gave him a marked superiority over his fellow shipwrights. His
precept was based on the principle of drawing up a detailed plan
precisely calculated by geometrical construction before beginning to
build a ship. He was the first Englishman to adopt and adhere to this
basic rule, and his growing reputation among his contemporaries
might well have been a reason why Elizabeth I  chose him to take
charge of the Medway anchorage that was to become so important in
establishing England as a leading power in international politics.

Although little is known of his early life and education, it seems
certain that Matthew had a thorough grounding in mathematical
disciplines. His apprenticeship had been served under his father,
James, at Deptford and Woolwich. He had spent some time, too,
observing the methods of Mediterranean shipwrights during a voyage
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.........................

Fig. 1. Draught for a Greek merchant ship from a Matthew Baker plan on page 12 of
Fragments of Ancient English Ship wrightry, worked out on a foundation of two straight

lines intersecting at right angles.

as one of the crew (possibly as carpenter) on the Barke Aucher, which
sailed to the Levant in February, 1551. By the time he returned, he
was twenty-one years old, recently out of  his apprenticeship and
ready to join the queen's service. The lessons learned at southern
shipyards such as that at Genoa and the arsenal at Venice made a
lasting impression on him; many of  his most inspired ideas were
prompted by what he had seen during his year at sea.

He makes reference t o  the work o f  Italian shipbuilders, fo r
example, in a volume of notes and drawings attributed to him and
believed to date from 1586. This is a massive, leather-bound book
entitled Fragments o f  Ancient English Shipwrightry, which Samuel
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Pepys retained in his collection and is now lodged in the Pepys
Library at Magdalene College, Cambridge. One hundred and fifty-
four pages of thick, rag-made paper are closely covered in handwrit-
ten notes and massed tables o f  detailed calculations, including
logarithmic bases, which appear to  have been indispensable to
Matthew's system of reckoning.

The book was formerly believed to  be entirely the work o f
Matthew Baker, but others are now thought to have been involved —
in particular, Anthony Linton, one o f  Matthew's predecessors;
research is still continuing on the possibilities of  authorship, but
Baker's part in the greater bulk of the work is at present widely
accepted. Baker himself makes mention of Linton on page forty-four
of Fragments. . ., referring to a diagram of a midship bend as having
been `. . . drawne accordinge to Lyntons directiones who being a
meere scholler &  preacher attained to yt knowledge in this arte yt
with a little helpe he would have been excellent, in this bend all ye
centers are of necessitye given (not casually sought) by drawinges of
lynes one cross an other, but ther are manye errores in it wch may
easelye be reformed.' I t  is plain that Baker takes little account of
book-learning without the backing of workaday experience.

Instructions throughout his book for working out the dimensions of
ships' parts are accompanied by copious geometrical drawings show-
ing the form of a hull in section, or estimating the position of a curve;
clearly a working notebook. Other pages contain numerous examples
of `plottes', or  plans, for  unidentified ships, as well as coloured
drawings that have an artistic as well as a technical beauty in their fine
precision. These are o f  hulls in the new style devised under the
authority of Sir John Hawkins, who became treasurer to the Navy
Board from 1577. The drawings form at least a part of the major
programme o f  new building and rebuilding o f  ships ordered by
Hawkins in his official capacity. •

Dramatic changes in design are here in evidence. The shape of the
hull shows a drastic cutback in top-hamper by comparison with older
vessels, which Elizabeth inherited at her accession nearly twenty
years earlier. The fo'c'stle is lowered to half its previous height;
instead of overhanging the gunwales, it is settled well back behind the
bowsprit, thus not only allowing a clearer line of vision ahead, but
reducing wind resistance at the forward end of the ship. The outline
of the hull in one drawing is superimposed with the shape of a fish,
illustrating Matthew's impression of his 'cod's head, mackerel tail'
theory in which the contour of a ship should conform to nature.
Explicit in its suggestion of speed and easy movement through water,
the image of a fish provides a convincing interpretation for a layman
to follow: as, for instance, if he had wished to persuade the queen and
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Fig. 2. H u l l  sections from the earl'est known plan of an English ship. In the original work, these are superimposed on the outline of
the hull with bow section and the stern transom framing devised by Matthew Baker. The hull outline shows the sheerline (the
continuous rising curve from stem to stern) and the keel in scaled length and proportion. From the midship section (right) and the keel

length, the corresponding hull parts could be calculated.



PLATE I
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Several points of information are offered in this Matthew Baker drawing of a ship's hull superimposed with a fish:
(1) The fish indicates the desired form to be achieved underwater for swift movement; (ii) the stern is shown with the flat
transom suitable for mounting guns aft at the waterline; (iii) gunports in the side are placed to avoid cutting through the
wales, i.e. the strengthening timbers running the length of the hull; (iv) gunport lids are hinged at the top in the English
style; (v) the position of protective shields is sketched in at the waist; (vi) decorative patterns are simple and restrained,
leaving the graceful sheerline uncluttered; (vii) the projecting beakhead is preserved from earlier days to shield the

set-back forecastle in heavy weather.
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her chief minister, Burghley, of the validity of his radical reappraisal
of hull design.

One of his greatest preoccupations was to settle the point of the
midship bend — that is, the greatest breadth in the transverse section.
As opposed to the round-bellied shape of the earlier cog, or cargo
ship, intended for maximum carrying capacity, a ship of war needed
the speed and efficient handling qualities afforded her by a slimmer,
tapering form. The 'height of breadth', i.e. the distance above the keel
of the greatest width, was a few feet above the waterline of a laden
ship — to keep her buoyant under sail. Matthew fixed the midship bend
at a third of the length from the bow for the greatest stability.

His calculations to obtain this position relied on geometry to arrive
at that exactitude which was a fundamental element in shipbuilding
improvements in  the late Elizabethan period. On page forty o f
Fragments . . . he gives a definition of the Italian method:

'Proportions to be observed in the makeng of the ground plott of a shipp

Fyrst the true devision of the kell [keel] is to besought, yf ther be respeckt to the
burthen or profet in the quantity of goods that the shippe doth beare, thus is the kell
to be devided as foloeth

Here, he gives the measurements and positioning by a rule for cargo
ships which he has observed in Italian shipyards; but he goes on to
argue for a calculation of his own devising, more appropriate to a ship
of war:

'Experience hath taught me that this is not the best partticion of the kell yf the sweft
going of a shipp be chefly desirid

He then gives a variation on the same rule, but taking .  . the centur
that maketh the bely of the shippe . . . ' [ the midship bend] nearer to
the bow. This rule, together with the breadth line and the rising line
(which determined the shape of the underbody from stem to stern),
was used as the foundation of plans from this time onwards.

The essence of the changes brought about by Matthew Baker was
in the shaping of the hull. Part of this new approach which made his
concept unique was his insistence on extending the ratio of length to
breadth. His ships were always longer in relation to the beam than
those o f  his contemporaries. One example o f  this is  Richard
Chapman's Ark Royal, built at Deptford in 1587 in the proportions of
1:3:9, as compared to all but two of Matthew's ships, which exceeded
1:4, even in one case reaching as much as 1:5. This extra length is one
of the essential features giving him the fast manoeuvrability that was
a hallmark of his work.
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Fig. 3. P lan  drawn according to Matthew Baker's instructions given on page 90 of
Fragments . . ., beginning:

'To make a shippes bende of what sorte you will

first make 2 straight lynes intersecting at right angles, a.b.c.d. upon ye bredth lyne
c.e.d. wch is supposed to be 36, make ye upper sweepe of what length you will here
it is 8 partes upon ye depth lyne a e b • • • '

Although the interpretation shown here is not precise, the concept based on arcs and
angles is unmistakable.

N.B. A l l  drawings (not to scale) were made by the present writer from Matthew
Baker's original plans i n  Fragments o f  Ancient English Shipwrightry, by  kind
permission of the librarians at the Pepys Library, Magdalene College, Cambridge.
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ELIZABETHAN SHIPS

Of the many ships that Matthew Baker built, the most famous is the
Revenge, laid down in 1575 and launched two years later. This was
one of the earliest ships, after the Foresight already mentioned, to be
constructed with the lower fo'c'stle and sleeker lines underwater that
set the pattern for the future. The Revenge, 400/500 tons burthen and
one hundred feet on the keel, was one of  the popular and highly
successful middle-sized ships of the Armada campaign, carrying a
crew of one hundred and ninety.

Drake, as vice-admiral, chose her as his flagship and declared her
the 'ideal ship o f  war'; Hawkins used her as his archetype fo r
rebuilding the royal fleet, proclaiming her 'light, swift, handy and
well-armed' with forty-six guns. It is a token of her fine qualities and a
compliment to Matthew Baker's design that she should have pro-
vided the model for Elizabeth's navy. Royal ships built after 1580
were intended expressly for the war against Spain. The choice of
design was supremely well vindicated.

When the queen took stock of her navy in 1578, she had eighteen
ships of more than one hundred tons. With increasing hostility arising
between England and Spain, plans were set afoot for intensive
shipbuilding, which resulted in a further ten ships being built of one
hundred tons and over, as well as eight of less than a hundred tons.
Chapman's Ark Royal (600 tons) was one of the larger ships of this
new fleet; she became the flagship of  Admiral, Lord Howard of
Effingham, in the famous Channel fight of the year that followed her
launching. Other new ships included the Elizabeth Bonaventure (650
tons) and four of the Revenge class (up to 500 tons). These represent
the celebrated Elizabethan galleon-class vessels that stole renown
from under the very noses of the proudly towering Spanish fighting
craft.

The first ship built a t  the new dockyard at  Chatham took a
creditable part, too, in the Armada campaign. This was the Sunne, a
thirty-nine ton pinnace launched in 1586, constructed by Matthew
Baker to carry a crew of twenty-six sailors and four gunners. The
pinnace was one o f  the Tudor navy's smaller craft under sail,
Invaluable for carrying messages or personnel between the larger
ships, convenient for reconnoitring or for acting as scout in advance
of the main fleet. The  Sunne was active in  the final Armada
engagement at the battle of Gravelines, which sent the Spaniards in
tatters into the North Sea.4

4 P. MacDougall, The Chatham Dockyard Story, 1981, 23.
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Matthew Baker had by this time firmly instituted his precision
tactics in design at the new shipyard, working out diagrammatic plans
with compass and ruler from which he could cut out moulds, o r
patterns, in thin battens of wood nailed together to suggest the right
outlines for parts o f  the ship to be built. Wagon-loads of moulds
would then be taken into the forests to be tested against the great
growing oaks with their useful crooks and gnarled limbs that would
give the ship its strength.

CHATHAM DOCKYARD

As far as it is possible to ascertain from the scant records available,
Matthew spent most of his working life at Deptford and Woolwich
until his appointment to  Chatham. This was by then officially
established as the best mooring for the royal fleet. The Medway
anchorage had been considered appropriate as early as 1547, the year
of Henry VIII's death, when anxiety over the succession of Edward
VI as a minor and the implications of Court intrigues were causing
political restlessness at home and abroad.

At that time known as Gillingham Water, the stretch of riverside
chosen for the embryo dockyard is recorded in Pipe Rolls for that
year as having an amount of £4,167 spent on wages for unspecified
work during its early development; a  storehouse was rented for
thirteen shillings and fourpence from a Thomas Wynall, apparently
for the winter storage of cordage, spars, masts and other items from
ships at anchor there.

That the site proved advantageous is evident from the fact that
three years later an Order in Council dated 8th June, 1550, gives
instructions to  'the Lord Admyrall that the Kinges shippes be
herborrowed in Jillingham Water save those that be at Portsmouth
. . . 'This was to relieve congestion on the Thames waterway, yet be
close enough to the Port of London to provide a convenient rallying
point for defence in case of enemy attack. A further Order in Council
two months later brought six ships anchored off Portsmouth round
into the Medway, as i f  to underline Chatham's suitability for the
permanent harbouring of navy vessels.

Chatham in its earlier history was chiefly used as a maintenance
station for the royal ships, rather than for new construction, which
was still carried out at  the London dockyards o f  Deptford and
Woolwich. The official royal Elizabethan dockyard at Chatham is,
however, on record as originating in 1570 on the site of the later gun
wharf, where a mast pond was dug out of marsh land to accommodate
seventy-seven masts. Buildings for various purposes were added from
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this time onwards. On this first yard covering no more than four and a
half acres, storehouses were erected, a forge was built and saw-pits
excavated; tenement shacks to house the increasing numbers o f
workmen sprang up on the perimeters of the old village of agri-
cultural cottages, forming the nucleus of a township.5

Records show that in 1580 an unloading wharf was constructed,
three hundred and seventy feet long and forty feet wide. A dry dock
was completed in 1581, and by 1586 it was possible, not only for
Matthew Baker to launch the Sunne, but in that same year to produce
the Seven Stars, another pinnace, but this time a bigger vessel of one
hundred and forty tons. Each of these had five guns. The Moon (100
tons) followed in 1602, equipped with nine guns.

In the matter of tonnage, confusion had often arisen in the past
because o f  variations in  the size o f  wine butts that were used
internationally as the unit of measure. The English butt, for instance,
held one hundred and twenty six gallons; in Spain the contents were
less and Venice gave yet another amount. Matthew was commis-
sioned in 1582 to work out a rule for tonnage that could be laid down
as a standard. This appears in his book, estimated on the number of
casks of Bordeaux wine that could be loaded into a ship's hold. His
method continued to be used for the rest of  his lifetime, and was
'never questioned all King James his time'. Matthew lived to be 83
years old. He died in 1613, and James I  reigned until his death in
1625; Baker's rule for tonnage continued in use until 1630 before an
alternative method took its place, which illustrates the high opinion
held of his judgment.

ROYAL SHIPWRIGHTS

As a  mark o f  official esteem, Matthew and his elder brother,
Christopher, were invited to be members of an inquiry into designs
for three new ships in 1588. The outcome was the addition to naval
service of two small vessels, the pinnaces Defiant and Guardland, and
the larger eight hundred ton Merhonour, built by Matthew and
completed in 1590. These were all designed on the lines o f  the
Revenge. Lord Howard took the Merhonour as his flagship in the
expedition of 1596, sent to intercept a large Spanish fleet prepared
against Ireland. Once again, the English ships triumphed, and Cadiz
was sacked in spectacular fashion by Howard and Essex.

5 MacDougall, op. cit. in note 4.
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It is only to be expected that great rivalry existed among the
shipwrights. Names that stand out  i n  Elizabethan shipbuilding,
together with those of Matthew Baker and Richard Chapman, are
William Burrell and more particularly Peter Pett and his son,
Phineas. The Pett family had extensive branches of cousins, half-
brothers and near relatives, all in the shipbuilding trade dating back
several generations from the shipyard at Harwich.

Peter Pett had worked with James Baker, Matthew's father, under
Henry VI I I .  He  was still in the royal service in Matthew's era,
working with him at Chatham until his death in 1590. He was the
second man after Matthew to be awarded the title of Her Majesty's
Master Shipwright. William Burrell gained the distinction of beco-
ming surveyor-general to the East India Company when Elizabeth
granted its charter in 1600, and Richard Chapman was in charge of
Deptford dockyard, third i n  l ine to  be named a  royal master
shipwright.

Phineas Pett, born at Deptford in 1570, was a young trainee under
Richard Chapman, but had served only two years of his apprentice-
ship when Chapman died in 1590. Phineas spent one winter working
with Matthew Baker on rebuilding the Triumph, one of the queen's
older ships. Built in 1561, this eleven hundred ton ship belonged to
the larger class of vessel that was now falling out of favour under the
stimulus of innovations brought into being by Matthew and promoted
by Sir John Hawkins in his capacity as Navy Board treasurer.

Hawkins had given up seafaring in 1569, after the disastrous loss
the year before of the antiquated carrack belonging to the queen, the
Jesus of Lubeck, which fell to the Spaniards at San Juan de Ulloa
during his final slaving voyage. It is often claimed that this experience
led him to initiate the radical changes in ship design that Matthew
Baker was so well qualified to carry through.

Phineas Pett wanted above all to work more permanently with
Matthew after his one brief spell of tutelage, but circumstances led
him into different paths of fruitful production. He was, nonetheless,
strongly influenced by the older shipwright's inventive flair. In  his
autobiography, Phineas pays tribute to Matthew, considering him to
be the ultimate master of his craft, and declaring that he had received
his 'greatest lights'6 from his superior instruction.

Evidence of Matthew's concern to impart his knowledge to young
trainees is to be found on page thirty-three of his Fragments . .
where he offers guidance for workers:

Phineas Pett, The Autobiography, 7.
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'A macanical Demonstration devised or fyrist invented by Matthew Baker for the
Carpentur unlerned in arethmake & Jometre by which is found all Cirqular devisions
nedfull to the makeng of Shipp, galowen [galleon], gale [galley] or whatsoever.'

This accompanies drawings and mathematical details o f  specific
shapes relating to various parts of the ship in construction. On the
following page he stresses the importance of calculating the midship
bend correctly, and does not miss the opportunity of commenting on
the imperfections of other workers in this particular:

'For as mich as the goodnis of even i shipp doth consist in the parfitnes of the midship
mold it is requerid the same be parfitly made all thoug at this day sum ther be that
ueseth Jeometricall demonstration for the same it such as ar unparfit and they not
abell to render areason therof for that the want the ij [two] soporting pilars of eveni
art .

Although i t  will be seen that the erratic, phonetic spelling which
characterises the book throughout makes interpretation a challenge
to the modern eye, the gist of his argument is clear. He is saying that
many of his colleagues are untrained in mathematical techniques.
They lack arithmetic and geometry ('the two supporting pillars of
every art'), which are necessary for working out what he considers to
be the first essential feature in the building of a ship — the midship
bend that sets the basic shape of the craft according to its ultimate
purpose.

This perfectionism, which he practised himself and demanded in
others, was, perhaps, the personal element in his make-up that made
him difficult to work with and earned him enemies within his trade,
despite a  universal admiration o f  his imaginative skills. Oblique
references to his uncertain temper are discernible in Phineas Pett's
autobiography, even though he covers his evident discomfiture by
offering praise to his mentor's surpassing ability.

Phineas himself suffered many vicissitudes before finding his own
niche in shipbuilding fame. It is his name that has come down to the
present time as the outstanding shipwright of the seventeenth century
under the Stuarts who succeeded Elizabeth I. This is partly due to the
extent to which lavish ornamentation came to be added to ships of the
Stuart navy, work at which Phineas learned to excel. The heavily
carved and gilded stern and sides of ships in this later period have
become widely known through the record of paintings and models of
the time, which bring their richly striking appearance sharply into
focus.

Although i t  is true that Elizabethan ships were more simply
embellished with uncluttered lozenge patterns in the Tudor colours of
green and white, the lack of much recorded detail in this reign has
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thrown the sixteenth-century ship into a  more obscure place in
history than it  deserves. Similarly, the very prolificacy of the Pett
family has overshadowed the Baker reputation through sheer force of
numbers; the more flamboyant Pett personality renders the dour
Baker temperament invisible.

In its profusion of decorative mouldings, the Stuart ship reflected
the extravagance of the Stuart court. The reticence of late Tudor
adornments, by contrast, can be seen as a token of  Elizabethan
frugality. Yet, the plainness of the Elizabethan ship was one of its
advantages in showing up the clean contours of Matthew Baker's
streamlined hull.

Matthew's achievements were freely acclaimed among contem-
porary shipwrights and owners alike, both during the Elizabethan
period and in the following reign until his death in 1613. In 1605, two
years after the accession of James I to the English throne, Matthew
was named First Master by the new monarch, who designated him
'our servant and ancientest Master Shipwright' in recognition of his
services to the navy under Elizabeth.7 While it must be conceded that
Phineas Pett made his name with the elaborate vessels of the Stuart
age, his basic training in sound ship design and construction was
gained during his formative years in Elizabethan shipyards.

Matthew Baker's remarkable talent came to the fore at a time
when his expertise was most needed. England's future lay in her
ability to conquer the sea, not only in defensive strategy as an island
kingdom, but also in oceanic expansion for the sake of trade, and the
discovery of far-flung springs of economic resources.

The opening of the Medway waters for harbouring and extending
the royal fleet coincided with his maturity as a master craftsman. The
dockyard and the man together were destined to bring Chatham to
the notice o f  the world o f  their times, with the innovations in
shipbuilding that make the late Tudor period the most important for
developments in naval architecture. The influence o f  Elizabeth's
'little ships' was to affect historic events, as well as to mould the
pattern of growth in the future.8

At the queen's eighth parliament in 1593, Chancellor Sir John
Fortesque declared in a subsidies debate that `. . . now she [the
queen] is able to match on sea any Prince in Europe . . . she hath
with her ships compassed the world, whereby this land is made
famous throughout all places.' At her death in 1603, Elizabeth I left
thirty-eight good ships, fifteen o f  them fitted for war. After this

Sir Westcott Abell, The Shipwright's Trade, 1948, 39.
8 P.J. Helm, England under the Yorkists and Tudors, 1968, 251.
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period, no further radical changes — only an increase in size and
sophistication — were effected in  shipbuilding for another three
hundred years, when the wooden sailing ship gave way to iron and
steam.

Matthew Baker's formula for working out the proportions of any
ship is set out on the final page of Fragments. . . in a form that seems
designed to be committed easily to memory:

'The bredth is arbitrarie, ye depth must never be more than 1/2 ye bredth, nor less
than 1/4, The length never less than double ye bredth nor more than treble.
The flower [floor] never more than 1/3 nor less than 1/4 of ye bredth . .

Other rules follow, but this is his basic premise, that continued to
guide generations of shipwrights long after his death.
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